
 

BIGBEN CONNECTED
Pack Transparent soft case + 2.5D Tempered glass Screen
protector for Mi 10T / Mi 10T Pro 5G Xiaomi Bigben
The essentials of protection for your mobile in one pack

GENCODE : 
3571211449010

REF. : 

PACKSILIVTMI10T
  Caracteristics

 

Protection pack including:

- A transparent semi-rigid case:
This slim and discreet case perfectly conforms to the curves of your device without compromising the line and emphasizes the side button as well as
the volume buttons.
It thus leaves free access to all the functions of the mobile as well as to the connectors.
Made from soft TPU material, a material designed to absorb shock. It provides a feeling of solidity and an ideal grip while protecting your mobile
against dirt, scratches and shocks on a daily basis.
Its design adapts to 2.5D and 3D protective films
Its treatment allows it to resist yellowing and makes it a product that will accompany you durably.

- A tempered glass screen protector:
High resistance to scratches and impacts: The 9H hardness standard of tempered glass makes it the most resistant screen protector against
scratches. Grade 9H is at the highest level of hardness before diamond (10H) on a scale that defines resistance to touch, pressure and impact.
Smooth touch and finesse: A sensitivity that greatly facilitates the use and allows you to take full advantage of all the features of your device.
Real fuse against the breakage of your screen: Its role is to break by absorbing the shock to protect the screen of your device.
High-definition: An optimal optical transmission level and a minimum reflection rate allow the maintenance of the quality of the light image and its
colors
Anti-fingerprints: Polymer-based surface treatment against fingerprints and the most frequent marks
This tempered glass is perfect for your mobile, while leaving enough room to use it with most cases.

  Design

 

Compatible with wireless charging

Green Act was designed to help you make a more responsible choice in favor of the environment when purchasing an accessory for your mobile.

Each product is rated on more than 70 criteria assessing its environmental, social and ethical impact as well as its performance in use. Find out how
the environmental impact of our products is calculated at www.thegreenact.org.

A rating scale from A to E:
- A : Attentive to the planet 100% eco-designed
- B : Well designed to minimize the environmental footprint
- C : Correct to meet standard ecological criteria
- D : Must make efforts to limit the damage to the planet
- E : Considered harmful for the environment, the product must be redesigned

 

Matter TPU and Tempered Glass

Dimensions Compatible for Xiaomi Mi 10T / Mi 10T
Pro 5G

Color Transparent

Packaging 1 semi-rigid case + 1 tempered glass
screen protector

 

 

  COMPATIBLE MOBILES

     XIAOMI

 MI 10T 5G / MI 10T PRO 5G
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